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up to 14 km. East of the cell a marked Bounded Weak Echo Region 
(BWER) (Heymsfield and Musil 1982) with reflectivity ranging from 40 
to 45 to 25-30dBZ is found (Figs. 7c-d, blue areas), whereas Weak Echo 
Regions (WER) are also found near the surface. This seems to be in a fair 
agreement with the radar cross section (Fig. 3c) both in terms of BWER 
and its vertical extention suggesting a good ability of the model in 

reproducing the observed vertical wind strength. Note that Fig. 3d 
shows a vertical structure of a companion cell that our simulations were 
not able to correctly reproduce. The WER are associated with the hail 
maximum (Fig. 7e,f, solid contours), and are typical of supercells. Rain is 
found (Figs. 7 e,f) below the updraft (further back) up to 6 km, whereas 
hail is found from the ground to the top of the supercell (16 km). The 

Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7, except for the cross sections along the track highlighted in the sub-panels; panels a-c-e-g refer to the time 10:20 UTC, panels b-d-f-h refer to 
10:30 UTC. 
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maximum hail values are correctly produced in the BWER, indicating a 
strong rotation of the updraft in this area, and a vertical hook structure, 
in the direction of storm propagation, as Figs. 9a-b confirm. Above 6 km, 
widespread graupel is found throughout the structure, whereas a blan-
ket of snow is found from 8 km to the top of the cell (Fig. 7e,f, light violet 
and blue respectively) in agreement with the formation of new hydro-
meteors during the vertical development of the cell. Within the most 
intense area of the cell up to 10–16 km, a large concentration of ice with 
a maximum at 11 km is found (Figs. 7e,f, gray and white contour). The 
absolute vorticity assumes high positive values (+15 s−1) along the 
boundary of the updraft and negative values along the downdraft (−15 
s−1, Figs. 7g, h and Figs. 9a,b). The west-east cross section along the line 
joining the two cells shows how they interact with each other producing 
an intense downdraft in the areas where the largest precipitation of rain 
and hail reach the ground. The RFD over the sea produces an additional 
trigger to the cell arriving from the coast, intensifying it (Figs. 9a-c). 

Between 10:20 and 10:30UTC (Figs. 5m,n) the two storm cells merge 
into a single one. The merging, during this transition stage, of the two 
cells is identified by the structure and distribution of reflectivity and 
rainfall that clearly show a single storm system (Figs. 5d,f). In this phase, 
despite the unified precipitation, hydrometeor, and reflectivity (Fig. 8c, 
d and e, f), the thermodynamic and dynamical structure still show two 
separate updrafts, interacting with each other (Fig. 8a). The updraft of 
the main cell is more intense, exceeds 35 ms−1 with the maximum be-
tween 8 and 12 km, and it continues to sustain the overshooting top 
(height exceeding 14 km), as shown in Fig. 8a,b and Fig_suppl_2c,d. The 
maxima of Θe are found in the core of the updraft between 6 and 12 km 
(Fig. 8a). This suggests that the cell continues to be fed through the 
release of latent heat of condensation, albeit to a lesser extent than in the 
phase of maximum intensity. As shown in Rotunno et al. (2017), the low 
level high horizontal vorticity that characterizes the area on the sea and 
near the coast, is transformed into vorticity helicity (cork-screw like 
motion) inside the most intense cell. 

Entering from the sea, there is a second cell characterized by a 
weaker vertical velocity (20-25 ms−1) but associated with high Θe values 
in the center of the updraft. The “Forward Flank Downdraft” is between 
the two cells characterized by an intense downdraft reaching −5 ms−1 at 
5–12 km (Fig. 8a). The vertical cut of the radar at Il Monte clearly shows 

both the second cell and the FFD (Fig. 3c). At upper levels, on the rear of 
the updraft of the first cell, the “Rear Flank Downdraft “is found a very 
intense downdraft (> −15 ms−1) with a maximum between 10 and 12 
km. The RFD is characterized by large vertical descending motion, 
vertically extended through a deep layer and localized in space (Davies- 
Jones, 1984, Davies-Jones, 2023, Markowski et al., 2002, Trapp and 
Davies-Jones, 1997, Trapp et al., 2005). At 10:20 UTC, the reflectivity 
highlights a very complex structure typical of the supercells, with an 
extended BWER in the front, close to the ground (Fig. 8c) and another 
one at 10:30 UTC (Fig. 8d, white area) at 4 km as found in the vertical 
cut of the radar (Fig. 3c) at 10:40 UTC. From 10:30 UTC, the storm starts 
to decay: the weakening of the vertical speeds is observed with 
maximum values of 15–20 ms−1 between 6 and 11 km height in front of 
the supercell and around −20 ms−1 in the rear at heights 10–15 km (and 
Fig_suppl_2d), as well as a decrease in Θe values in the core of the cell. 
The structure has merged into a single cell, with a single updraft in the 
center and a downdraft below the storm cell (Figs. 8 b,d). The hydro-
meteors show a wider spatial distribution at the ground and at relatively 
lower altitudes, supporting the interpretation of the storm entering its 
decay phase. In particular, the cell produces a smaller amount of solid 
hydrometeors, and a sharp increase in the amount of liquid precipitation 
at the ground reaching 40 mm in 10 min. 

In what follows the analysis of the 3D structure of the supercell at 
10:10UTC is performed by using the software Vapor (Fig. 9) (www. 
vapor.ucar.edu, Li et al., 2019) with the aim of qualitatively analyzing 
it. The interaction of the air masses flow, between the two cells is clearly 
shown by the 3D structure (Fig. 9a,b). The supercell, oriented perpen-
dicular to the coast, shows an interaction between tree air masses that 
wrapping each other, in anti-clockwise motion a typical flow dynamics 
of supercells, as shown in Miglietta et al. (2016). 

5. Hail and hail size prediction model 

As discussed in the previous section, the supercell that developed on 
July 9–10, 2019 was a very severe event especially in terms of hail 
quantity and dimension. The hailstones reaching the ground had a 
diameter of approximately 10–14 cm characterized by a smooth and wet 
surface. 

Figs. 9. Panels a-b show the vertical structure of the supercell (using Vapor www.vapor.ucar.edu, Li et al., 2019) during the developing stage (10:20UTC);. The color 
represents air maxes defined in Ricchi et al., 2023. AM1 is a relative dry and cold Bora air that came from Dinaric Alps; AM2 is a warm, wet and unstable air mass that 
advect from south Adriatic Sea, over storm developing area. AM3 is an air mass that came from northwest, blocked by Apennines, as shown in Fig. 19, in Ricchi et al., 
2023. In panel a,b is showed the trajectory of air masses that wrapping in a supercell rotating system. Vectors represent wind direction al 10 m and shaded color over 
sea represent latent heat fluxes at air-sea interface (positive value represent fluxes from sea to atmosphere). 
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Unfortunately, the lack of this kind of observation in the area of the 
event did not allow us to perform the tuning of the algorithm. Note that 
even though the default configuration (continental CCN) was used, 
HAILCAST fairly estimated the size and the position of the hail (a 
diameter of 7–8 cm, Figs. 10a - c), in the most intense phase of the event 
(10:00–10:30UTC). The size of the hail at the ground was approximately 
10 cm in diameter, hence HAILCAST slightly underestimates them, but 
this was expected because the key role played by the initial seeds in 
producing the hail size. In particular, Adams-Selin and Ziegler (2016) 
pointed out that the HAILCAST tuning is based on inland observation, 
whereas this storm developed along the coast, with a strong component 
coming from the sea. Therefore, maritime aerosols and marine sprays 
are expected to be part of the air mass, impacting not only the energy 
fluxes at the air-sea interface (Rizza et al., 2018), but also the type of 
particles suspended in the cloud. As demonstrated by Ilotoviz et al., 
2018, increasing the concentration of aerosols in the cloud increases the 
content of supercooled water and this favors the growth of wet hail. This 
event was characterized by air coming from the open sea as well as from 
inland, hence it was not characterized by a well-defined air mass seeding 
the cell. This is why in the present study it was decided not to change the 
characteristics of the seeds; this will be done in a later study dedicated to 
the sensitivity to this parameter. 

According to the United States Meteorological Service in order to 
generate and maintain in suspension hail of size >10 cm, slightly rough 
and wet, the updraft must be close to or larger than 45-50 ms−1. The 
results of this study show that the updraft speeds simulated by the model 
are consistent with the theory. This is an indirect way of assessing 
whether the model simulated vertical velocities are realistic. Moreover, 
there is also a large amount of hail and ice in the updraft, even at alti-
tudes where the maximum vertical speed is observed (between 8000 and 
12,500 m). 

In the development phase of the supercell, the accumulated hail at 
the ground (Fig. 10a, contour line) reaches only 1 mm. This suggests that 
the giant hailstones are still held in suspension at high altitude by the 
large vertical velocity, and these large values are in perfect agreement 
with the theory, as it takes approximately 50 ms−1 to maintain hail-
stones close to 10 cm in size at high altitude. In the mature phase of the 
supercell, the hail content in the cloud increases (Figs. 8e,f), exceeding 
0.0041 kgkg−1, whereas the size of the hailstones decreases slightly 
(Figs. 10a-c respectively) with respect to the developing phase. The hail 
begins to fall accumulating approximately 5–7 mm at the ground with a 
maximum at 4000 m (Figs. 8e,f). These two maxima correspond to the 
BWER at the ground and the one between the downdraft and the up-
draft, in the lower levels of the atmosphere (Fig. 8c-d, blue areas 
respectively). The hail at the lower level and the hail at the ground are 

located in the front of the updraft and in the direction of propagation of 
the cell which is still tilted forward. 

6. Conclusions 

Many physical mechanisms influence the predictability and the 
ability of numerical models to reproduce extreme weather phenomena 
like supercells. Still these factors are not completely understood or 
correctly represented in the numerical models (Manzato et al., 2020; 
Tiesi et al., 2022). Therefore, the mechanisms underlying the develop-
ment and intensification of the supercell formed along the coast of the 
Abruzzo region, on 10 July 2019 (Montopoli et al., 2021; Tiesi et al., 
2022) is investigated. The supercell moved along the coast and produced 
intense winds, precipitation (100-130 mm/h) and large hail (10-12 cm 
in diameter). A storm cell developing and moving along the coast is not 
unusual in this area but it is extremely rare to observe such significant 
extreme phenomena as a supercell. In order to investigate the 3D 
structure of the supercell from the triggering to the decay phase, the 
WRF numerical model is used in the best configuration as defined by 
Ricchi et al. (2023) with high resolution (grid spacing of 1 km) and a 
correction of both the topography and the SST. In the companion paper, 
Ricchi et al. (2023) assessed the role of both the height of the mountain 
and the SST. A correction of the altitude of the mountain peaks, in 
particular Sibillini and Gran Sasso, had to be placed in the model 
topography to obtain the correct location, intensity, dynamics and 
morphology of the storm cell. Moreover, the use of the SST at 1 km 
resolution (GOS HR 1 km, Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2013) is the only 
one that allowed reproducing the storm cell at the same times as 
observed, with a cell elongated perpendicular to the coast and moving 
from north to south. 

The main question investigated in this work is the investigation of a 
supercell using the WRF model. In particular to investigate if the WRF 
model at high resolution is able to reproduce the dynamics and ther-
modynamics of a supercell characterized by strong hail production. The 
observations and the model results confirm the supercellular nature of 
the storm (as already shown by Montopoli et al., 2021 and Tiesi et al., 
2022) and that the WRF numerical model can reproduce not only the 
patterns and physical signatures, but also the 3D observed structures, 
typical of a supercell. The vertical structure of the supercell shows two 
separate updrafts, a principal one on the coast and the secondary one 
offshore. The main one has a tilted axis, that is a necessary condition for 
producing rain without the supercell updraft destroying itself, and to 
maintain and sustain the formation of giant hail at upper layers with a 
strong updraft. In particular, the model can reproduce the hail and ice at 
very high altitudes (>8 km) as shown in Montopoli et al. (2021), as well 

Fig. 10. The accumulated hail on the ground (contour line), at the reference instants 10:10 UTC, 10: 20 UTC and 10:30 UTC, and the size of the hail (shaded) in cm.  
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as the intense updrafts with vertical velocity up to 40-50 ms−1, which 
are necessary to maintain smooth hail (low drag coefficient) of a size >8- 
10 cm in suspension (as suggested by National Weather Service and 
NOAA guideline, and in numerous papers such as Atlas, 1966). More-
over, the three-dimensional analysis, using VAPOR, allowed the iden-
tification of two different structures of updraft. In the development 
stage, during its maximum intensity, the updraft shows a very large 
vertical velocity, anti-clockwise rotation and a tubular horizontal 
structure, which merges into the updraft with negative vorticity. In the 
transition phase, from development to maturity, the tubular structure 
divides into two cones, one with positive vorticity and one with negative 
vorticity. The main structure of the updraft shows counterclockwise 
rotation, and absolute positive vorticity, the lateral one shows negative 
vorticity, in continuity with the rotation propagating from the ground 
and insinuating itself into this updraft, as shown in Klemp (1987). There 
is a complex updraft structure: between 1500 and 6000 m, there are net 
vertical velocities of approximately 20 ms−1; above 6000 m the updraft 
stops rotating and it reaches vertical speeds of 40-50 ms−1 up to 
8000-9000 m. Furthermore, a counterclockwise rotation is found for the 
whole system, which suggests that the system was assuming mesocy-
clone characteristics. This event produced large hail (>5 cm), repre-
sented with an error of 20–30% by the HAILCAST module. This is a fairly 
good result if we consider that HAILCAST must be calibrated for this 
area. This was not possible because of the lack of observations and/or 
field campaigns in this area where extreme hailstorms are very rare. 
Eventually, the default configuration provides a useful means for fore-
casters to understand in advance whether hail can exceed certain 
thresholds, with an acceptable error. Further analyses of HAILCAST will 
be carried out, considering other events with hail of various sizes, in 
order to evaluate the error and its trend as the hail builds up on this 
basin. 

In summary, the most important results of this study are the 
following:  

• The need for high horizontal and vertical resolution to correctly 
reproduce the supercell was established; a high frequency sampling 
of the model output (10 min) was necessary to capture the supercell 
and to investigate and analyze it.  

• There is a fundamental role played by the parametrization of the 
microphysics, which must implement a sufficient number of hydro-
meteors, among them hail (see Manzato et al., 2020).  

• This study is one of the few to represent a real coastal supercell using 
a numerical model over this area, at this spatio-temporal resolution, 
investigating in-depth the supercell structure using a hundred ver-
tical levels, and a complete hydrometeors class that characterize a 
summer supercell.  

• This work lays the foundations for the study of other similar events 
over the European area, which has cells not often identified as 
supercells due to the lack of observations or the use of low- 
resolution, space-time models.  

• Comparison with radar data suggests a general agreement with the 
simulations in terms of the timing and structure of the event. In terms 
of dynamics, the horizontal mesocyclone signature is well repro-
duced as well as the signatures of WER and BWER, proxies of vertical 
updraft structure  

• The HAILCAST module adequately reproduces the size of the hail, 
even though it needs to be calibrated, in particular according to the 
type of seeds and condensation nuclei present in the studied area, i.e. 
of land or marine origin. Furthermore, the HAILCAST model, prop-
erly configured, can be very useful in NWP applications, in particular 
in a climatic context of increasing extreme events, both for scientific 
and socio-economic applications. Hence, the forecast complexity is 
intrinsic in operational modeling and attempts to use machine- 
learning for the daily choice of numerical schemes (Schultz et al., 
2021) made only recently, may be a possibility for improving the 
weather forecast.  

• The physical and morphological representation of the supercell 
investigated in this paper, was made possible by particularly high- 
performance and accurate numerical simulation. 

Finally, in this work, high quality representation of the storm, 
starting from a large set of simulations tested, characterized by different 
physical and numerical configurations (not shown) is produced. 

Therefore, few important outcomes for improving the operational 
forecasting predictability of supercell events, that can be particularly 
low, in coastal transitional areas, where the influence of the sea and 
orography can be significant (Davolio et al., 2009; Cassola et al., 2016; 
Ricchi et al., 2021) are the following: 

1) The impact of the Millbrandt double-moment microphysics (Mil-
brandt and Yau, 2005) plays a crucial role in the accurate simulation 
of the supercell structure, most likely because the simulation can 
reproduce all the hydrometeors that play a role in the thermody-
namics of deep convection. 

2) To properly discriminate, not only the dynamics of the PBL (Plane-
tary Boundary Layer) but also that of the mid and upper atmosphere, 
it is crucial to use many vertical levels, in this work we used 100 
vertical levels (not shown).  

3) The impact of the integration timestep, a small timestep (close to 
1*resolution) was necessary to improve the simulation in term of 
rainfall accumulation and localization (not shown). 

All these features of the present simulation, combined with the high 
horizontal resolution of the numerical grid, are often prohibitive for 
operational forecasting. 
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